1976 flh

Submit more pictures. Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike This bike's rating Write a review
Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale Insurance quotes Finance options Tip a friend List
related bikes. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third parties are the exclusive property of the
respective owners. Technical specifications are subject to change without notice. This web
uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy policy. Motorcycle
catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. More pictures Compare with any other bike. Displacement
:. Compression :. Bore x stroke :. Valves per cylinder:. Compare US insurance quotes from the
nation's top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers.
Ships to most countries. Also check out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. List
related bikes for comparison of specs. Discussions for every bike Bikez has discussion forums
for every bike. You can sign up for e-mail notifications when other riders answer you. If you
have extensive experience with the MC, please send us a review. If you consider buying this
bike, you should view the list of related motorbikes Look at photos. Compare technical specs.
And check out the rating of the bike's engine performance, reliability, repair costs, etc. You can
compare the rating with other bikes. Rating sample for this Harley-Davidson bike. You can also
compare bikes. RevZilla will match any advertised price on new merchandise available through
another authorized U. Our goal is to provide the best possible shopping experience to every
enthusiast who visits RevZilla. You'll also hear about special offers and events! How it works:.
Sign in or create an accountto earn ZillaCash on your next purchase with us. Redeem your
ZillaCash Rewards on a future order with us! See our customer service page for more details.
Universal Fit Parts can be installed on various motorcycles and may require modification. Exact
Fit Parts are designed specifically for your bike. Navigation Menu. Wish List. RevZilla offers
shipping to your location! Please reference our International Shipping Policy for details.
International Shipping Policy. Self-Service Returns. Doesn't fit? Don't love it? Return any
unused item within 90 days for a full refund. Start a Return Read our full Return Policy. Lowest
Price, Guaranteed. Found it for less? Submit a Price Match. See what our customers are saying
about us: Customer Reviews. Zilla Cash Rewards Program. How it works: 1. JavaScript
Disabled. We have updated our Privacy Policy. Please click here to review the updates. Filters
Fitment Universal Fit parts can be installed on various motorcycles and may require
modification. Exact Fit parts are designed specifically for your bike. Filter 0. Clear All Apply.
Garage Select a Saved Bike. Select a Bike. No saved bikes? Use the Shop By Bike tool to search
for parts that fit your motorcycle. Saved Bikes. Clear All. Out of Stock. Universal Fit Universal
Fit parts can be installed on various motorcycles and may require modification. Top Rated. Top
end was just done a little over 3 months ago. Runs strong no issues. This is my daily driver to
and from work If you like to wrench or just want an Ole Shovel here it is, If your looking for a
Bike to ride up or down the coast or just daily commuter FlatBlack is it. Pink Slip in hand. Make
Harley-Davidson. Model FLH. I have owned since , restoration completed by last owner, when I
bought it had only miles on it. I only put on roughly miles on it in 6 years probably because I
own 2 other bikes. This bike turns heads wherever it goes. If you stop at the bar expect the
ladies to want pictures of them on it. I only changed 2 things on it the tank decals, and the
kickstarter I wanted it in brass, not rubber, the other one comes with bike, you don't want the
other decals they wouldn't even dress up a Honda There is a deep scratch on front fender from
the Lockhart oil cooler rebounding off of it. I have touched it up with an artists brush many
times, I will send what is left of paint in can so you can touch it up. The only other thing is that it
leaks some oil. I add about cup full of oil every 4 tanks of gas. Harley 20w50 Please no tire
kickers or dreamers here. Don't waste my time. Model Touring. Wheeler Cycles W. Buyers
outside of Florida pay your applicable state taxes to the State of Florida. Registration fee
applies to Florida buyers, out of state buyers responsible for registration fees in their home
state. Please make sure any and ALL questions or concerns have been taken care of.
Unqualified buyers, Shill bidding, or any form of harassment will be subject to legal prosecution
to the fullest extent. If you have negative feedback I reserve right to cancel your purchase.
Wheeler Cycles, sales welcome all dealers and individuals to buy our vehicles. All of our
vehicles listed on E-Bay have a clean title unless otherwise noted and disclosed. We are
available to answer any questions and supply additional pictures, please Email, or Call us at If a
deposit is not received, and an alternate arrangement has not been made, the vehicle can be
made available to other potential buyers, both locally and to E-Bay members, on a first come,
first serve basis. All financial transactions should be completed within 7 DAYS after auction
ends. If transaction is not completed within this time, the buyer can risk losing their deposit. We
have disclosed as much information as possible and we welcome buyer's inspection. If you
plan to have a buyer's inspection, please make sure you inspect the vehicle before the listing
ends. Buyer will pay for inspection charges and fees. Seller accepts cashiers-check, certified
funds, from known United States financial institutions. Titles may take up to 30 days until funds

clear or if there is a bank payoff on the vehicle. We reserve the right to cancel this listing at any
time at our discretion. Furthermore, we shall not be liable for any such cancellation for any
reason. Under no circumstances will any bid retraction be allowed 24 hours before the listing
ends. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct description, authenticity, genuineness,
or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance or set aside
will be made on account of any incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions
or representations are for identification purposes only and are not to be construed as a
warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the
vehicle and to have satisfied himself or she as to the condition and value and to bid based upon
that judgment solely. The seller shall and will make every reasonable effort to disclose any
known defects associated with this vehicle at the buyer's request prior to the close of sale.
Seller assumes no responsibility for any repairs regardless of any oral statements about the
vehicle. Model FLH Shovelhead. This classically styled, bold six-gallon fuel tank doesn't just
give you a bigger canvas for premium or custom paint; it holds six gallons of go so you can eat
up a lot more road between pit stops. We know fuel economy is important but so is style.
Davidson, the nimble, fork-mounted Bat-Wing fairing first appeared on the touring scene back in
And it continues to evolve and symbolize the essence of Grand American Touring motorcycles
more than forty years later. Even better, these saddlebags open from the top, so your gear won't
end up spilled all over the highway. They keep your fancy unmentionables dry, and the
color-matched latches won't corrode in bad weather. And when you're off the road, one
common key starts the bike and gives you access to your saddlebags, keeping your pockets as
uncluttered as your bike's classic design. This completes the custom, one-of-a-kind look. Model
Shovelhead. Also have hard bags and windshield. Many extras if you want to Bob it. This bike is
sweet. Up for sale is my personal everyday rider,starts and runs great,does not smoke,dual plug
heads,. Very good condition. Invader wheels in excellent condition. Tires like new. New paint
new clutch. Runs super shifts smooth brakes are excellent. Nice chrome. Bike needs nothing.
Excellent bar hopper for you guys who allready have the big tour bike. Great condition for a 37
year old bike. Bike has clear title in my name in hand. I have a transportor and can assit you
with transportation arangements. Any questions call me Doug Bike is in Palm Bay Florida as am
i. Bike has clear Florida title in my name in hand. Pay Pal for deposit only. Cash or cashiers
check for balance. Can store bike for a few weeks if needed and bike is paid for. May trade for a
different bike or dirt bike just send pic or cash offer. Needs new carburetor - linkage broke on
current carb previous owner rigged it. Oil leaking from bad gasket or stuck primary drains oil
from pan. Throttle cable needs adjustment. Could use new paint job or drive it like it is. Have
saddle bags and rear turn signals. Electric start Bike is running, Drove it around the block when
I first got it but no time to finish. Has good compression turns over and will start but needs new
carburetor to drive. Bike runs great. Kick and electric start both work great. New single fire
electric start and fluids in August. Great ride and head turner. I just have too many toys to really
enjoy this unique classic! It also has buckhorn apes, anti vibe pegs with stirrups, has dyna
electronic ignition, and a new battery that was put in the past March. There is miles on a fresh
bone stock 74in rebuild. The bike does leave an oil spot about the size of a silver dollar after
sitting for a few days. Kickstart works good and usually fires off of first kick. The bike rides and
runs great. It gets a lot of attention and comments too. If you are unable to pick up within 7 days
the bike can stay in the garage until arrangements can be made to pick up. The bike is selling as
is where is with no warranty since it is over 35 years old. If you have any questions please ask
and I'll answer the best that I can. Warranty Unless otherwise noted, this vehicle is being offered
as-is with no warranty expressed or implied. Please call for specific warranty details on this
vehicle. Terms of Sale Overview This vehicle is also for sale on our lot and other advertising
sources, we reserve the right to end this listing at anytime should the vehicle no longer be
available for sale. The following terms of sale apply to all of our auctions. Understanding that
the vehicle will remain available for purchase until the deposit has been secured. Buyer agrees
to pay remaining balance due plus applicable fees and taxes within 5 business days of the close
of the auction. All financial transactions must be completed before delivery of the vehicle.
Payment Methods: Cash in person , certified check, bank transfers, or 3rd-party financing.
Disclaimer It is the customer's sole responsibility to verify the existence and condition of any
equipment listed. We try our best to thoroughly describe the vehicle and its features, please
contact us prior to bidding on the vehicle if you have any questions about the vehicle. We are
NOT responsible for misprints on prices or equipment. It is the customer's sole responsibility to
verify the accuracy of the prices and equipment with the dealer. Pricing is subject to change
without notice. Lotvantage eBay Motors Dealer Software. It runs and rides like a shovelhead
should. Been garaged and taken care always. The brackets, faring with original graphics,
touring bags, wind screen all in excellent condition with the original paint and the chrome

shines like new. No cracks in fiberglass at all. Windshield is dull. All pictured parts are included.
These parts were taken off when the bike was stripped down and painted blue back in the 90's
and stored away safely. This is a limited edition "Liberty" model celebrating the Bi-Centennial I
believe this bike would have had the buddy seat which I do not have. New battery, clutch cable
and rear master cylinder recently installed. Bike is ready to hit the road. It could use a rear tire
soon. Paint has two small scratches that have been touched up, other than that it's mint. The
original bolt on parts that come with the bike are worth as much as the bike itself. People are
putting these back to original and the parts are very hard to come by especially in this shape.
Paint it black and dress it up like original. Clear NY Title in hand. Any questions please ask prior
to bidding. I want the buyer to happy with their purchase. Shipping is the responsibility of the
buyer but I will gladly help loading. I reserve the right to end this listing early as it is advertised
locally. Thank You in advance. Bayfield, CO. Ridgefield, WA. Gloucester, VA. Fort Rice, ND.
Waterford, MI. Cheyenne, WY. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Flh Shovelhead. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1
Month. Year Make Harley-Davidson Model -. Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2
Next. Make Harley-Davidson ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly
No Emails. Submit Cancel. Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle
selected. Harley-Davidson equipped the Electra-Glide with electric start beginning in , but the
big change was to the Panhead engine the next year. The Electra-Glide was a serious
long-distance tourer with a top speed just under mph and a dizzying array of optional extras.
Ignition was relocated inside the gear case cover and driven off the camshaft. An alternator
inside the primary case replaced the generator, and that widened the housing. The wider
housing moved the footboards outwards, which led to complaints that the footboards and
exhaust were too easy to drag on the ground. A front disc brake was a welcome addition in ,
and even at a hefty lbs the quarter mile time was a decent Bicentennial models were offered for ,
the first Classic FLH appeared in with all options, and a 75th Anniversary Edition was offered in
This also introduced electronic ignition and brought an increase in displacement from 74 cubic
inches to 80 cubic inches and a corresponding bump in performance to 65 bhp. Alloy wheels
were offered with tubeless tires were also offered, and the large sprung buddy seat became an
option, with a hard-mounted double seat standard. The FLT frame was attached to the fairing
instead of having it bar-mounted. The fork tubes were now behind the steering stem to lighten
low speed steering, and a five-speed transmission, oil bath chain and spin-on filter were
introduced. Belt final drive was tested and fitted in For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values
shown do not imply coverage in this amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on
your policy declarations page is the amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value
displayed here is different. If you would like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please
call us at Motorcycle 2-cyl. Get a Quote. Model Overview Images are general in nature and may
not reflect the specific vehicle selected. Top end was just done a little over 3 months ago. Runs
strong no issues. This is my daily driver to and from work If you like to wrench or just want an
Ole Shovel here it is, If your looking for a Bike to ride up or down the coast or just daily
commuter FlatBlack is it. Pink Slip in hand. Make Harley-Davidson. Model FLH. I have owned
since , restoration completed by last owner, when I bought it had only miles on it. I only put on
roughly miles on it in 6 years probably because I own 2 other bikes. This bike turns heads
wherever it goes. If you stop at the bar expect the ladies to want pictures of them on it. I only
changed 2 things on it the tank decals, and the kickstarter I wanted it in brass, not rubber, the
other one comes with bike, you don't want the other decals they wouldn't even dress up a
Honda There is a deep scratch on front fender from the Lockhart oil cooler rebounding off of it. I
have touched it up with an artists brush many times, I will send what is left of paint in can so
you can touch it up. The only other thing is that it leaks some oil. I add about cup full of oil
every 4 tanks of gas. Harley 20w50 Please no tire kickers or dreamers here. Don't waste my
time. Model Touring. Wheeler Cycles W. Buyers outside of Florida pay your applicable state
taxes to the State of Florida. Registration fee applies to Florida buyers, out of state buyers
responsible for registration fees in their home state. Please make sure any and ALL questions
or concerns have been taken care of. Unqualified buyers, Shill bidding, or any form of
harassment will be subject to legal prosecution to the fullest extent. If you have negative
feedback I reserve right to cancel your purchase. Wheeler Cycles, sales welcome all dealers and
individuals to buy our vehicles. All of our vehicles listed on E-Bay have a clean title unless
otherwise noted and disclosed. We are available to answer any questions and supply additional
pictures, please Email, or Call us at If a deposit is not received, and an alternate arrangement
has not been made, the vehicle can be made available to other potential buyers, both locally and
to E-Bay members, on a first come, first serve basis. All financial transactions should be
completed within 7 DAYS after auction ends. If transaction is not completed within this time, the

buyer can risk losing their deposit. We have disclosed as much information as possible and we
welcome buyer's inspection. If you plan to have a buyer's inspection, please make sure you
inspect the vehicle before the listing ends. Buyer will pay for inspection charges and fees. Seller
accepts cashiers-check, certified funds, from known United States financial institutions. Titles
may take up to 30 days until funds clear or if there is a bank payoff on the vehicle. We reserve
the right to cancel this listing at any time at our discretion. Furthermore, we shall not be liable
for any such cancellation for any reason. Under no circumstances will any bid retraction be
allowed 24 hours before the listing ends. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct
description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection
therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness,
imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or representations are for identification
purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of
the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle and to have satisfied himself or she as to the
condition and value and to bid based upon that judgment solely. The seller shall and will make
every reasonable effort to disclose any known defects associated with this vehicle at the
buyer's request prior to the close of sale. Seller assumes no responsibility for any repairs
regardless of any oral statements about the vehicle. Model FLH Shovelhead. This classically
styled, bold six-gallon fuel tank doesn't just give you a bigger canvas for premium or custom
paint; it holds six gallons of go so you can eat up a lot more road between pit stops. We know
fuel economy is important but so is style. Davidson, the nimble, fork-mounted Bat-Wing fairing
first appeared on the touring scene back in And it continues to evolve and symbolize the
essence of Grand American Touring motorcycles more than forty years later. Even better, these
saddlebags open from the top, so your gear won't end up spilled all over the highway. They
keep your fancy unmentionables dry, and the color-matched latches won't corrode in bad
weather. And when you're off the road, one common key starts the bike and gives you access to
your saddlebags, keeping your pockets as uncluttered as your bike's classic design. This
completes the custom, one-of-a-kind look. Model Shovelhead. Also have hard bags and
windshield. Many extras if you want to Bob it. This bike is sweet. Up for sale is my personal
everyday rider,starts and runs great,does not smoke,dual plug heads,. Very good condition.
Invader wheels in excellent condition. Tires like new. New paint new clutch. Runs super shifts
smooth brakes are excellent. Nice chrome. Bike needs nothing. Excellent bar hopper for you
guys who allready have the big tour bike. Great condition for a 37 year old bike. Bike has clear
title in my name in hand. I have a transportor and can assit you with transportation
arangements. Any questions call me Doug Bike is in Palm Bay Florida as am i. Bike has clear
Florida title in my name in hand. Pay Pal for deposit only. Cash or cashiers check for balance.
Can store bike for a few weeks if needed and bike is paid for. May trade for a different bike or
dirt bike just send pic or cash offer. Needs new carburetor - linkage broke on current carb
previous owner rigged it. Oil leaking from bad gasket or stuck primary drains oil from pan.
Throttle cable needs adjustment. Could use new paint job or drive it like it is. Have saddle bags
and rear turn signals. Electric start Bike is running, Drove it around the block when I first got it
but no time to finish. Has good compression turns over and will start but needs new carburetor
to drive. Bike runs great. Kick and electric start both work great. New single fire electric start
and fluids in August. Great ride and head turner. I just have too many toys to really enjoy this
unique classic! It also has buckhorn apes, anti vibe pegs with stirrups, has dyna electronic
ignition, and a new battery that was put in the past March. There is miles on a fresh bone stock
74in rebuild. The bike does leave an oil spot about the size of a silver dollar after sitting for a
few days. Kickstart works good and usually fires off of first kick. The bike rides and runs great.
It gets a lot of attention and comments too. If you are unable to pick up within 7 days the bike
can stay in the garage until arrangements can be made to pick up. The bike is selling as is
where is with no warranty since it is over 35 years old. If you have any questions please ask and
I'll answer the best that I can. Warranty Unless otherwise noted, this vehicle is being offered
as-is with no warranty expressed or implied. Please call for specific warranty details on this
vehicle. Terms of Sale Overview This vehicle is also for sale on our lot and other advertising
sources, we reserve the right to end this listing at anytime should the vehicle no longer be
available for sale. The following terms of sale apply to all of our auctions. Understanding that
the vehicle will remain available for purchase until the deposit has been secured. Buyer agrees
to pay remaining balance due plus applicable fees and taxes within 5 business days of the close
of the auction. All financial transactions must be completed before delivery of the vehicle.
Payment Methods: Cash in person , certified check, bank transfers, or 3rd-party financing.
Disclaimer It is the customer's sole responsibility to verify the existence and condition of any
equipment listed. We try our best to thoroughly describe the vehicle and its features, please
contact us prior to bidding on the vehicle if you have any questions about the vehicle. We are

NOT responsible for misprints on prices or equipment. It is the customer's sole responsibility to
verify the accuracy of the prices and equipment with the dealer. Pricing is subject to change
without notice. Lotvantage eBay Motors Dealer Software. It runs and rides like a shovelhead
should. Been garaged and taken care always. The brackets, faring with original graphics,
touring bags, wind screen all in excellent condition with the original paint and the chrome
shines like new. No cracks in fiberglass at all. Windshield is dull. All pictured parts are included.
These parts were taken off when the bike was stripped down and painted blue back in the 90's
and stored away safely. This is a limited edition "Liberty" model celebrating the Bi-Centennial I
believe this bike would have had the buddy seat which I do not have. New battery, clutch cable
and rear master cylinder recently installed. Bike is ready to hit the road. It could use a rear tire
soon. Paint has two small scratches that have been touched up, other th
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an that it's mint. The original bolt on parts that come with the bike are worth as much as the
bike itself. People are putting these back to original and the parts are very hard to come by
especially in this shape. Paint it black and dress it up like original. Clear NY Title in hand. Any
questions please ask prior to bidding. I want the buyer to happy with their purchase. Shipping is
the responsibility of the buyer but I will gladly help loading. I reserve the right to end this listing
early as it is advertised locally. Thank You in advance. Day Heights, OH. Grants Pass, OR. Baton
Rouge, LA. Fairbury, IL. Easton, PA. Waterford, MI. Laguna Niguel, CA. Alert Successfully
Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Flh Shovelhead. Year - Make - Model -. Category Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Harley-Davidson Model -. Category - Engine Posted
Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 Next. Make Harley-Davidson ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear
Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

